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Abstract
Face-based video retrieval (FBVR) is the task of retrieving videos that containing the same face shown in the query image.

In this article, we present the first end-to-end FBVR pipeline that is able to operate on large datasets of unconstrained,

multi-shot, multi-person videos. We adapt an existing audiovisual recognition dataset to the task of FBVR and use it to

evaluate our proposed pipeline. We compare a number of deep learning models for shot detection, face detection, and face

feature extraction as part of our pipeline on a validation dataset made of more than 4000 videos. We obtain 97.25% mean

average precision on an independent test set, composed of more than 1000 videos. The pipeline is able to extract features

from videos at � 7 times the real-time speed, and it is able to perform a query on thousands of videos in less than 0.5 s.

Keywords Video retrieval � Deep learning � Face recognition

1 Introduction

Video retrieval is the task of matching an input query with

a set of videos, in order to select the videos that are relevant

to the given query. Retrieval tasks often deal with one of

two possible types of queries: text based or content based.

Text-based queries look at metadata and data annotations

such as file names, descriptions, or tags in order to deter-

mine the relevant items to retrieve. However, this relies on

accurate and complete annotations, which are time-con-

suming to produce and are thus a rare occurrence in real-

world scenarios. Content-based retrieval uses instead visual

features extracted from images or videos in order to per-

form the matching. This makes content-based retrieval

more desirable (and more accurate) in situations where

accurate text-based annotations are not available.

In particular, this work focuses on the use of faces for

the video retrieval task, i.e., the image of a face is used to

retrieve all the videos in a given database that include the

same person appearing in the query image. We refer to this

as the task of face-based video retrieval (FBVR). We

emphasize the fact that FBVR is different from the related

task of face video retrieval: FBVR deals with ‘‘whole’’

unconstrained videos, potentially including multiple shots,

people, and with variable length and quality; in face video

retrieval, instead, the video dataset is composed of face

tracks, i.e., small video clips that only portray a single face

[1–6]. FBVR is more challenging, since in addition to the

face recognition and matching steps, a FBVR algorithm

also has to perform face detection and tracking in the

database videos, in order to extract features for each person

included in them. In this sense, we can say that FBVR is an

end-to-end task: it starts from the ‘‘raw’’ videos and pro-

duces the features that are then used in the retrieval stage.

In addition to this, this work is specific to retrieval of

television-like videos, i.e., videos that share similar visual

characteristics with TV shows or programs, as opposed to,

for example, surveillance videos, which are often gray

scale, only contain small faces at lower resolutions and are

often recorded by a static camera. We argue that different

visual contexts require different tuning or even entirely

different pipelines in order to have an effective and effi-

cient FBVR system.
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Most algorithms in the literature, as we will see in more

detail in the next section, deal with face tracks or with

partially constrained videos, that do not contain multiple

camera shots or multiple people and are thus not suitable to

real-world applications. The use of completely uncon-

strained videos allows instead to appropriately evaluate an

end-to-end pipeline for use in real-world systems.

For this reason, we propose the first end-to-end FBVR

pipeline for efficient and effective retrieval of uncon-

strained television-like videos in large-scale datasets,

containing thousands of videos. Moreover, our pipeline is

also capable of providing the list of shots in which the

person of interest appears in each matching video. Given

the recent successes of deep learning in many visual tasks,

we numerically evaluate and compare the use of different

state-of-the-art deep architectures for effective shot

boundary detection, face detection, and face feature

extraction. We highlight some advantages and drawbacks

of the selected models with regards to result quality and

computational speed, as well as some of the interactions

between the chosen algorithms.

Since no existing large-scale video retrieval dataset

contains multi-shot, multi-person videos with variable

resolution, length, and quality, we also built an appropriate

dataset for a fair evaluation of the presented pipeline, by

adapting the existing VoxCeleb2 audiovisual recognition

dataset [7]. Our pipeline obtains 97.25% mean average

precision (MAP) on the proposed dataset, while being able

to analyze videos at � 7� real-time speed and perform a

query on databases with thousands of videos in less than

0.5 s on consumer hardware.

We can thus summarize the article contributions as

follows:

• we present the first end-to-end FBVR pipeline for

retrieval of unconstrained television-like videos in

large-scale datasets;

• we create the first large-scale video retrieval dataset for

FBVR with fully unconstrained videos by adapting the

existing VoxCeleb2 dataset;

• we evaluate our pipeline on the proposed dataset and

numerically compare result quality and computational

speed of various state-of-the-art deep learning models

for the steps of shot boundary detection, face detection,

and face feature extraction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

includes a summary of related works in FBVR, face video

retrieval, and face recognition, as well as the relevant

datasets in the literature. In Sect. 3, we describe our

pipeline, while in Sect. 4, we present the dataset con-

struction process. Section 5 includes details about the

experiments that we performed and the results obtained by

the pipeline on the proposed dataset, with the related

discussion. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes the findings and

presents some future directions of research.

2 Related works

2.1 Face video retrieval and related tasks

A number of works in the literature tackled the problem of

face video retrieval, FBVR, or similar tasks.

Early approaches Arandjelović and Zisserman proposed a

shot retrieval system [8, 9] for movies, in which each shot

was characterized by signature images of quasi-frontal

faces, which were independent from pose and illumination

changes. A distance measure between those signatures was

devised in order to perform matching and retrieve shots.

Sivic et al. [10] improved the previous system by using

SIFT descriptors to represent faces, aggregated for each

track, and v2 distance to perform matching. However, both

algorithms worked on relatively small datasets, with a few

hundred shots extracted from two movies and a situation

comedy.

Herrmann et al. [1] proposed to encode face track fea-

tures together with measurement information to perform

face video retrieval. Features were aggregated using Bags

of visual words [11] or Fisher Vectors [12].

Learning binary representations Other works focused on

compressing face video features using binary codes.

Li et al. [2, 4, 13] proposed the hierarchical hybrid

statistic-based video binary code (HHSVBC). They repre-

sented frames using Fisher Vectors computed on local

visual features and used covariance matrices to aggregate

features across tracks. These high-dimensionality features

were compacted into a low-dimensionality vector in

Hamming space by using support vector machines (SVM)

with Riemannian kernels [14]. The same authors also

presented a variation of the algorithm that can perform

queries using images instead of videos [3].

Dong et al. [15] introduced one of the first uses of a deep

neural network to learn the hash code to represent the video

data. They trained an AlexNet convolutional neural net-

work (CNN) [16] jointly with an SVM, using triple ranking

loss, in order to learn the hash function. The algorithm

obtained 94.12% and 32.61% MAP on The Big Bang

Theory and Prison Break videos (from the ICT-TV dataset

[4]), respectively, improving the results obtained by

HHSVBC. The authors later refined the procedure [6], by

training the network on more data and using hard negative

mining.

Qiao et al. [17, 18] presented a deep video code (DVC)

extracted using temporal feature pooling over features
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computed by a 3-layer CNN. Some fully connected layers

were used to compute the hash representation of each

video. The system obtained 99.41% and 97.88% MAP in

the retrieval task on the aforementioned TV shows of the

ICT-TV dataset.

Among other methods employing deep learning to

compute hashing functions, we can also mention deep

heterogeneous hashing (DHH) [19], in which feature rep-

resentation, video modeling, and heterogeneous hashing

are learned jointly, and hybrid video and image hashing

(HVIH) [20], that exploits both dense frame-level features

and video-level aggregated features at the same time for

the matching step.

Recent FBVR approaches While the previously described

approaches mainly focused on face video retrieval, which

involves cropped face videos, some works have instead

tackled the FBVR task, which deals with full, uncon-

strained videos.

Mühling et al. [21] presented a system able to perform

video search based on textual descriptions or face images,

in addition to face identification and clustering. The

authors used Faster R-CNN [22] for face detection and

another CNN [23] for feature extraction. While their FBVR

system used full unconstrained videos, like in our

approach, their dataset was relatively small, with only 101

trailer videos, and they evaluated the algorithm using faces

from only 6 different actors, with variable results (MAP

ranging from 2 to 90%).

Fang et al. [24] proposed a model which used quality

information, such as face detection confidence, in order to

aggregate and denoise the face features provided in the

IQIYI-VID 2019 video retrieval dataset [25]. The authors

trained a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to classify faces

into the 10,034 identities of the dataset, obtaining 89.83%

MAP in the retrieval task. However, the presented method

has a major drawback: it can only work with a pre-defined

set of identities. Adding new identities to the database

requires changing the final layer of the network and

retraining it. For this reason, the method is not suitable for

FBVR tasks with unknown identities, as in our case.

In summary, to the best of our knowledge, existing

works in the literature either focused on the task of

retrieving face videos, as opposed to full unconstrained

videos, or evaluated their FBVR system on relatively small

datasets. Performing retrieval on face videos does not allow

to evaluate different shot detectors, face detectors, and

tracking algorithms, all necessary components in real-

world situations where face tracks are not directly avail-

able. At the same time, evaluating a system on a larger and

more varied dataset ensures that the pipeline is robust to

variation in face poses and video characteristics. For this

reason, we propose a FBVR pipeline that is able to perform

effective and efficient video retrieval on thousands of

unconstrained videos, with variable resolution and quality,

each containing multiple shots, multiple people, and dif-

ferent environments and visual features.

2.2 Face recognition

The term face recognition usually refers to the tasks of face

verification or face identification. Face verification consists

in determining if two faces belong to the same person,

without necessarily knowing their identity. Face identifi-

cation is instead the task of classifying a face image as

belonging to a certain identity, sometimes done using a set

of reference gallery templates, each representing a different

identity.

Face recognition is strictly related to FBVR, since a step

of face verification is usually needed in order to determine

if the identities in a video match with the query identity. In

a sense, we can consider the task of face identification in

videos as the ‘‘inverse’’ task of FBVR: while in face

identification the goal is to find the specific identity con-

tained in each input video (which usually contains a single

person), in FBVR the identity is given (represented by the

query face), and the objective is to find all the videos

containing that identity.

In recent years, deep learning algorithms have obtained

superior performance in face recognition [26, 27].

Face recognition in images DeepFace [28] was one of the

first methods to show that deep neural networks had the

potential to reach human performance in face verification

on images. With an ensemble of CNNs, the authors

obtained 97.35% accuracy in face verification on the

Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset [29], compared

to 97.53% obtained by humans [30].

Around the same time, Sun et al. proposed the DeepID

algorithm [31], that used 60 CNNs to extract features from

60 different patches in a face image. They used a Joint

Bayesian technique [32] to perform face verification,

obtaining results comparable to DeepFace. The same

authors later proposed improved versions of this method,

DeepID2 [33], and DeepID3 [34], that used different

CNNs, such as AlexNet or Inception layers [35], with the

latter obtaining 99.53% accuracy on LFW.

FaceNet [36] later reached 99.63% accuracy on LFW by

using a GoogleNet-like CNN trained with a triplet loss

function and online semi-hard negative mining. The net-

work was also tested for face verification on videos of the

YouTube Faces dataset [37], by averaging the distances

between all pairs of faces in the first 100 frames of each

clip, and obtained 95.12% accuracy.

Parkhi et al. proposed the use of a VGG-16 network to

learn an Euclidean embedding using triplet loss on their
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newly proposed VGGFace dataset [38], where it reached

98.95% verification accuracy. The network also obtained

state-of-the-art accuracy on YTF, 97.3%. A larger version

of the VGGFace dataset, VGGFace2, was proposed in 2018

[39], with a greater variety in pose, ethnicity, and age of the

faces. The authors trained a ResNet-50 and a SENet-50 to

classify identities on their new dataset using standard

cross-entropy loss. Including VGGFace2 in the training

procedure allowed the networks to reach state-of-the-art

performance on the IJB-A dataset [40].

Recently, a lot of focus has been put on the design of

better loss functions to train face recognition networks.

Using the right loss function can help to better separate

faces belonging to different identities.

A notable example is the center loss [41], later improved

in the contrastive-center loss [42], which introduced the

maximization of the distance between each feature vector

and the centers of different classes. We can also mention

the large-margin Softmax (L-Softmax) loss [43], the con-

generous cosine (COCO) loss [44], the Angular margin

Softmax (A-Softmax) loss employed in SphereFace [45],

and the Large Margin Cosine Loss (LMCL) used in Cos-

Face [46].

Building on the previous works, Deng et al. presented

ArcFace [47], which is a further improvement over Cos-

Face and SphereFace. The CNN is trained with an additive

angular margin loss that encourages the network to learn a

mapping that keeps intra-class feature vectors close to their

class centers and forces an angular margin between vectors

belonging to different classes. ArcFace obtained state-of-

the-art accuracy on a number of face recognition datasets,

including YTF (98.02%), Megaface [48] (96.98% verifi-

cation accuracy and 81.03% Rank-1 identification accu-

racy), LFW (99.83%), IJB-B [49] (94.2% verification

accuracy), and IJB-C [50] (95.6% verification accuracy).

The network was also tested on the iQIYI-VID 2018

dataset [51] where it reached 79.80% mean average pre-

cision (MAP) in the video retrieval task.

Face recognition in videos While the methods described

above mostly tackled the problem of face recognition in

images, few works have also focused specifically on the

task of face recognition in videos.

In particular, some works explicitly exploited the tem-

poral structure of the videos using deep neural networks.

Rao et al. [52] proposed a Generative Adversarial Network,

called Discriminative Aggregation Network (DAN), to

generate an ‘‘aggregated’’ face image starting from a series

of consecutive input images taken from a video. Instead of

extracting discriminative features from each frame, the

features were extracted directly on the aggregated face

image.

The same authors also presented an attention-aware

deep reinforcement learning (ADRL) method [53], in order

to selectively choose the most important frames to consider

when comparing two face videos. They used both CNNs

and LSTMs to extract spatiotemporal features, used by a

Frame Evaluation Network to iteratively select the most

representative frames.

Ding et al. proposed the Trunk-Branch Ensemble Con-

volutional Neural Network (TBE-CNN) [54] to tackle the

pose variability in videos by adding side branches to the

network, trained to extract features from specific image

patches, which are less sensitive to face pose.

Recently, Zheng et al. [55] proposed an end-to-end

pipeline to perform face recognition in unconstrained

multi-shot videos. Faces are detected in the probe videos

using the SSD CNN [56]; facial landmarks are computed

using the All-in-One Face CNN [57], in order to align the

faces; features are extracted using one of three possible

CNNs described in [58]. Intra-shot tracking is performed

using the Kernelized Correlation Filter (KCF), and a one-

shot SVM is then used to further associate faces across

multiple shots. The authors proposed various subspace

learning techniques to map features into an appropriate

space for face matching, and the system obtained top

recognition performance on the IJB-B and IJB-S [59]

datasets. While their end-to-end pipeline is in some aspects

similar to our proposed method, their system was designed

and evaluated for face recognition and not for video

retrieval.

2.3 Large-scale video datasets for face
recognition and retrieval

Various large-scale datasets for face recognition and

retrieval in videos have been published throughout the

years. As we will see, none of them is suited for an

appropriate end-to-end evaluation of our proposed pipeline,

which is the reason why we decided to build a different

dataset.

One of the earliest large-scale face video datasets is

YouTube Faces (YTF) [37], presented by Wolf et al. in

2011. It is composed of 3,425 videos of 1,595 celebrities,

with an average of 2.1 videos per subject. It was built from

YouTube videos using the Viola–Jones face detector [60]

to extract clips containing each subject. While it has the

advantage of containing many identities and of including

complete face track annotations, it has some significant

drawbacks which make it unsuitable to test an end-to-end

FBVR pipeline effectively: it does not include multi-shot

videos, and many of the videos only focus on a single

person, without other people in the background. In addition

to that, since it was collected in 2011, it is limited to rel-

atively low-resolution videos. Finally, since it was not built
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for video retrieval, the dataset does not contain still images

to use as queries.

UMDFaces [61, 62] includes instead 3,735,476 anno-

tated video frames extracted from 22,075 videos with 3,107

subjects. The dataset focuses on face verification. At the

time of writing, the dataset is in maintenance and not

available for download [63].

The IARPA Janus Benchmark-C (IJB-C) [50] dataset,

published in 2017, extension of the IARPA Janus Bench-

mark-A (IJB-A) [40] and IARPA Janus Benchmark-B (IJB-

B) [49] datasets, is one of the most comprehensive face

detection and recognition datasets in videos that are cur-

rently publicly available. It provides 31,334 images, and

frames extracted from 11,779 videos containing 3531

subjects. The dataset includes person-centric videos, such

as interviews, collected from YouTube, and thus presents a

large variety of face poses, illumination conditions, and

other visual properties. The challenge includes various

evaluation protocols, including face detection, 1:1 face

verification, and 1:N face identification. In addition to

those, the benchmark includes end-to-end protocols, which

require the algorithm to first detect the faces in the input

image/video, and then match them against the gallery

templates. However, there is no video retrieval protocol

available for this dataset.

The iQIYI-VID-2019 dataset [64] is a large-scale video

retrieval dataset presented by iQIYI for the 2019 iQIYI

Celebrity Video Identification Challenge. It is an extension

of the iQIYI-VID-2018 dataset [51]. The 2019 version

contains 211,490 video clips from 10,034 identities. The

goal of the challenge is to search for videos in the test set

for each of the identities included in the training set. The

models can be trained to recognize each identity by using

the training videos, including audio, but external data can

also be used. The test set also includes distractor videos.

While this dataset was conceived for video retrieval, it still

presents some issues that make it unsuitable to evaluate our

pipeline: the clips are of short duration (4 s on average), do

not contain shot transitions, and most of them only include

a single person each. Since our pipeline includes compo-

nents such as shot detectors and face tracking algorithms,

that are suited for long, multi-shot, multi-person videos,

this dataset is not appropriate for a fair evaluation of our

pipeline.

Recently, the VoxCeleb datasets have been published,

the first large-scale datasets for audiovisual person recog-

nition in unconstrained videos. They contain clips of peo-

ple speaking, extracted mainly from interview videos on

YouTube. It was published in two versions: VoxCeleb1

[65] and VoxCeleb2 [7]. The main goal of the dataset is to

help develop and evaluate audiovisual models for speaker

recognition. They both provide URLs to the original

videos, face detections and tracks, the audio files with the

utterances of each clip, cropped face videos, and speaker

metadata. The main difference between VoxCeleb2 and

VoxCeleb1 is in the size of the dataset and the hetero-

geneity of the identities, both improved in the second

version of the dataset. VoxCeleb2 contains 1,128,246

utterances extracted from 150,480 videos and 6112

speakers.

Some smaller datasets for recognition and retrieval in

movies and TV shows have also been used in the literature.

We can mention the Buffy the Vampire Slayer [66], The Big

Bang Theory [67] and Sherlock [68] datasets, or the Cast

Search in Movies (CSM) dataset [69]. However, they are

either of small size or only contain cropped tracklets,

posing the same problems of some of the datasets described

earlier.

Since, to the best of our knowledge, no existing dataset

in the literature was built for large-scale unconstrained

video retrieval by faces, we built a custom dataset for

FBVR by adapting the VoxCeleb2 dataset. The dataset

construction process is detailed in Sect. 4.

3 The proposed pipeline

We present a pipeline for efficient and effective FBVR on

large-scale sets of unconstrained videos, representing

television-like contents.

The pipeline includes two distinct, but related, pro-

cesses: the extraction of facial features from the videos that

Shot detection

New video Shots

Face detection

Faces

Face tracking

Face tracks

Face feature
extraction

Feature
vectors

Feature
aggregation

Aggregated
feature vectors

Feature
database

Fig. 1 The feature extraction stage of the proposed pipeline
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constitute the searchable archive, and the query execution

process. The two tasks are summarized in Figs. 1 and 2,

respectively.

3.1 Feature extraction pipeline

For every video in the database, the pipeline extracts the

facial features from it and saves them into a feature data-

base, that is then queried in order to retrieve the videos of

interest.

The feature extraction process consists of the following

steps:

• first, the video is segmented into coherent shots using a

shot boundary detection algorithm;

• a face detector is used to extract faces at specific

intervals inside each shot;

• fast, intra-shot face tracking is performed in order to

group the faces in different frames that belong to the

same person;

• for each track, features are extracted from a subset of its

faces;

• finally, the obtained features are aggregated, first across

each track, then across the entire video by merging

tracks from different shots. A single feature vector per

person is obtained, and it is stored into the feature

database.

Note that the presented pipeline is modular and can in

principle work with any shot detection, face detection, face

tracking, and feature extraction algorithm. However, as we

will see in Sect. 5, the use of a particular algorithm in an

earlier step can in some cases influence the quality of the

results produced by later steps of the pipeline.

Shot detection A shot is a series of interrelated consecutive

frames, recorded by a single camera, which represents a

continuous action in time and space [70]. Shots in a video

are separated by transitions that can be cut or gradual: cut

transitions are instantaneous changes of shots, while

gradual transitions span a number of frames during which

both shots are partially visible.

We employed a shot detection algorithm in our pipeline

for three main reasons:

• the use of a shot detector can reduce the complexity of

the face tracker. Most multiple object tracking algo-

rithms work by assuming the absence of sudden

changes in the scene [71], whose presence would

instead require the use of computationally expensive

person re-identification techniques. Thus, the use of a

fast shot detector can have a net positive impact on the

pipeline performance;

• detecting and discarding frames belonging to gradual

shot transitions helps prevent the extraction of face

features from visually unstable faces that can be

blended with other contents during the transition;

• in addition to retrieving videos, our pipeline can also

return a list of shots in which the person of interest

appears. This allows users of the system to quickly

jump to the desired parts of each retrieved video, which

can be especially useful for long videos.

We evaluated the use of both deep and non-deep shot

detection algorithms, as explained in Sect. 5.

Face detection Since consecutive frames in a video are

likely to contain the same faces, with similar poses, we

only detect faces in a subset of the frames of each video

shot, at regular intervals. This ensures that the pipeline

does not spend time extracting redundant information and

remains computationally efficient, since the face detection

step is one of the most expensive ones in the pipeline.

While skipping frames can in general have a negative

impact on tracking algorithms, faces rarely move signifi-

cantly in consecutive frames in most situations, especially

in our dataset, that is mainly composed of interviews. In

addition to that, our pipeline is robust to tracking errors,

thanks to the clustering performed during the feature

aggregation stage, as we will see. We tested a number of

different CNN-based face detectors, as explained in Sect. 5.

Face tracking After extracting faces, we perform intra-shot

tracking in order to group faces belonging to the same

person. While our pipeline can technically work without a

tracking step, we decided to include a fast multiple object

tracker for two main reasons. First, grouping faces leads to

a more efficient face feature extraction process: we can in

fact only extract facial features from a subset of the faces

of a person, assuming that features extracted for the same

person are similar enough in closely related frames. Sec-

ond, performing a preliminary intra-shot feature aggrega-

tion step can stabilize the facial features used in the inter-

shot clustering stage, producing a more accurate result. In

Sect. 5, we will see how the inclusion of a tracking step has

a positive effect on the pipeline performance, even when

using a fast, relatively simple tracker. In order to reduce the

number of false tracks, we remove any track that is shorter

Feature extraction

Feature
database

Input face
image Feature

vector

Feature matching

Ranked video list + list
of matching shots

Fig. 2 The query stage of the proposed pipeline
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than a certain threshold, which we selected using our val-

idation set.

Face feature extraction Our system runs queries by per-

forming face verification. For this reason, in order to per-

form the video search, the pipeline needs to extract facial

features that are then compared with the ones extracted

from the query image.

For each face track computed in the previous stage, a

fixed number of faces is selected for feature extraction,

since we do not want to extract highly redundant infor-

mation. This again helps with the efficiency of the pipeline.

We avoid selecting faces that are right at the start or at the

end of a face track in order to reduce possible sources of

noise, such as occlusions or frame instabilities that are

more likely to happen at (or near) shot boundaries.

Since face detectors are trained to detect tight boxes

around faces, while face recognition CNNs are usually

trained to include some visual context around the faces, we

extract image patches from slightly expanded boxes (we

determined the optimal enlargement ratio using our vali-

dation set) before feeding them to the feature extraction

network.

The output of this stage is thus a set of feature vectors

for each person appearing in each video shot.

We evaluated a number of existing CNNs used in face

recognition tasks, as described in Sect. 5.

Feature aggregation While it is in theory possible to just

save into the feature database all the feature vectors

extracted from the previous step, this would lead to a

number of issues. First, we would store a large amount of

redundant information, increasing disk usage and memory

footprint of the feature database. Second, having an

unnecessarily large number of feature vectors in the data-

base can degrade the performance of the query step, since

the query features would need to be compared to a larger

number of database features. Third, since some noise can

still be present in the features at the single-face level, this

might also have an impact on the accuracy of the system.

For these reasons, we include a feature aggregation

stage, that is composed of the following sub-steps:

• first, we average the feature vectors obtained for each

face track, in order to produce a single vector repre-

senting the person in that shot. Feature averaging has

already been employed in some face recognition tasks,

for example with the VGGFace2 features [39]. We

normalize feature vectors to have unitary norm both

before and after the averaging process;

• after that, we perform video-level inter-shot clustering

of the features. In this way, we group together tracks

from different shots that represent the same person;

• we average the feature vectors in each obtained cluster,

and we re-normalize it to have unitary norm.

The output of this step is thus a set of feature vectors, each

representing a different person appearing in the video,

without redundancy. These features are then saved into the

feature database, ready to be used to perform queries. In

addition to the facial features, the list of shots in which

each person appears is also stored.

We use the well-known hierarchical agglomerative

clustering (HAC) algorithm for this step, with a fixed

maximum distance threshold (chosen using our validation

dataset) in order to determine the cutting point of the

clustering tree. The use of a fixed threshold is facilitated by

the fact that we employed distance measures that are

bounded in the interval [0, 2]. In fact, depending on the

network employed for feature extraction, we either used the

Euclidean distance or the cosine distance1, both computed

on vectors with unitary norm, which guarantees that the

distance values are bounded. We also evaluated different

linkage methods, as detailed in the supplementary

materials.

The clustering algorithm does not force any temporal

constraint on the track clusters. In other words, the algo-

rithm can merge tracks that appear in the same shot or that

overlap in some frames. This is intentional and aims to

make the algorithm robust to face detection and tracking

errors, such as duplicate detections (and tracks) or tracks

that were mistakenly split due to occlusions or tracking

errors. Note that it is very unlikely that two different

subjects appearing in the same frame produce appearance

features that are similar enough that they get merged by

mistake.

3.2 Query pipeline

The query process is simpler and consists of just two steps.

First, the query image is fed to the same feature extraction

network used in the video feature extraction process. The

resulting feature vector is then compared to all the vectors

stored in the feature database using the appropriate distance

measure (cosine distance or Euclidean distance, depending

on the network employed).

For each video, the person that matches with the query

image with the lowest distance score is considered the

matching identity for that video, and its matching score

becomes the video’s matching score. A ranked list of

videos is then returned, sorted by matching score. For each

retrieved video, the pipeline also returns a list of the shots

in which the matching person appears, as previously

mentioned.

1 The cosine distance is defined as one minus the cosine similarity.
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Note that with this system it is also possible to perform

queries using face videos or a set of images as input, by

simply averaging the feature vectors computed for each

frame/image in the input. However, this is not explored in

this paper.

4 Dataset construction

As discussed previously, in order to appropriately evaluate

our FBVR pipeline in an end-to-end fashion, including shot

detection, face detection, tracking, and recognition, a large

dataset of unconstrained videos is needed, with appropriate

ground truth annotations for retrieval. The videos must

have similar characteristics to television content and must

have variable length, quality, number of shots and people,

in order to evaluate the robustness of our pipeline to the

variety of content that can be found in television videos.

However, building and annotating a large-scale dataset

from scratch is challenging and time-consuming. Instead,

we decided to adapt an existing face recognition dataset to

the task of face-based video retrieval. We chose the

VoxCeleb2 audiovisual recognition dataset [7] as a starting

point for the two following reasons.

First, the videos in VoxCeleb2, while mainly focusing

on interviews, are extremely varied in setting, lighting

conditions, length, quality, shot transitions, number of

people, face poses, and sizes. Some of the videos in the

dataset were even captured from old VHS tapes or recorded

in grayscale.

The second reason is related to the query construction

process. In order to evaluate our pipeline on the dataset, we

need a set of queries with their related ground truth. Since

VoxCeleb2 provides face tracks of the person of interest in

each video, we are able to extract face images for each

identity and use them as the query input.

4.1 Identity selection

We built two video sets for the evaluation of our pipeline: a

validation set, used to select the best pipeline hyperpa-

rameters, and a test set, for a final independent evaluation.

Note that we did not need a FBVR training set, since each

model in the pipeline was already trained on the specific

task that it was designed for.

Since 116 out of the 118 identities in the VoxCeleb2 test

set were also part of the training sets of the face recognition

networks employed in the feature extraction stage, we used

videos from the VoxCeleb2 test set as our validation set for

the FBVR pipeline.

For the test set, we chose instead a subset of the iden-

tities from the VoxCeleb2 development set that did not

overlap with the training sets of the VGGFace2 and MS-

Celeb-1M [72] datasets. These are the two datasets used to

train the VGGFace2 and ArcFace face recognition CNNs,

which we used in our final independent tests. This ensures

that the results obtained on the test set are not subject to

bias.

After removing the shared identities from the

VoxCeleb2 development set, 78 identities were left. Note

these are just the 78 annotated identities; the videos contain

a large number of background identities, that act as dis-

tractors. Figure 3 shows example frames from videos in the

test set, highlighting the variety of content in the dataset.

Once the identities were selected, we downloaded the

highest resolution version of each related video, with a

maximum of 720p. Since some videos of the VoxCeleb2

dataset were not available anymore, we obtained 4260 of

the 4910 videos for the validation set, and 1375 of the 1536

videos containing the 78 non-overlapping identities of the

test set.

On average, the validation set contains 36 videos for

each identity, while the test set contains about 18. The

validation videos contain a total of 40,153,695 frames, with

396.4 hours of footage and an average of 28.1 FPS. The test

videos contain a total of 13,862,357 frames, with 146 hours

of footage and an average of 26.4 FPS. Videos are also

quite varied in resolution, ranging from 160�120 pixels up

to 1280�720, with an average of 1007�585 pixels for the

validation videos and 956�563 for the test videos.

4.2 Query creation process

VoxCeleb2 includes cropped clips of each face track

annotated in the dataset. However, these clips were resized

and underwent an additional video encoding step, leading

to lower quality images. For this reason, we instead deci-

ded to extract the face images directly from the original

videos2.

For each face track provided with VoxCeleb2, we

extracted three face images, one from the frame at 25% of

the track length, one from the middle frame of the track,

and one from the frame at 75% of the track length. We

avoided starting and ending frames in order to reduce

possible errors from initial and final frames in the tracks,

similar to the sampling process we used for feature

extraction (see Sect. 3).

We obtained 94,233 query faces for the validation set,

and 29,652 query faces for the test set. The high number of

faces per identity allows a thorough evaluation of the

robustness of the pipeline to pose and illumination changes.

2 We performed preliminary tests on the validation set using query

images extracted from the cropped clips and from the original videos,

and the pipeline obtained slightly better results using the latter.
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For each query image, we defined the corresponding

ground truth as all the videos that contain the same person

as the query image, according to the VoxCeleb2 annota-

tions. The video from which each face was extracted was

excluded from the ground truth and ignored at evaluation

time, since it is trivial for the face recognition network to

match identical faces.

Figure 4 shows examples of query faces from the test

set.

4.3 Test set cleaning procedure

While performing some preliminary experiments on the

test set, we discovered that the test set annotations were

significantly noisier than the ones in the validation set. A

number of videos that were supposed to contain the queried

identities, did not actually contain them, and some

extracted query faces did not portray the right person or

any person at all. This was due to the automated annotation

process used by the VoxCeleb2 authors that led to a

number of annotation mistakes.

While some annotation errors can be accepted in our

validation set, since we are mostly interested in the relative

accuracy differences when selecting different models or

hyperparameters of our pipeline, having a more accurate

score on the test set is important, in order to have a more

precise idea of the performance that the pipeline might

have in real-world systems.

For this reason, we performed a manual cleaning process

of the test set annotations, while we left the validation set

intact. This was also due to the larger size of the validation

set, which would make a manual cleaning more time-

consuming.

Every video that did not include the expected person

was removed from the ground truth of all the queries of that

identity. 96 out of the 1375 test videos were thus removed

from the ground truth. Note that those videos were still

kept in the dataset, so that their features could act as

additional distractors.

In addition to that, we also removed all the query faces

extracted from videos that contained more than 15% of

annotation mistakes. We did not remove the wrong faces

one by one, since it was not practical given the size of the

dataset.

After the dataset cleaning, the test set included 23,208

queries from 1077 videos and 74 identities. Four identities

were removed because less than two valid videos were left

with them in the dataset after the cleaning procedure.

Please note again that the full set of 1375 videos was still

used in the feature extraction phase for every experiment,

as previously noted.

5 Results and discussion

We performed several experiments in order to select the

best configuration of the pipeline and to validate it. Note

that since, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first

FBVR pipeline designed to work on a large dataset of

unconstrained videos without prior knowledge of the

involved identities, a fair comparison with previous works

in the literature is not possible.

In Sect. 5.1, we describe the software and hardware

configurations used for the experiments. In Sect. 5.2, we

describe the metric used to evaluate the pipeline. In Sect.

5.3, we detail some of the experiments performed on the

validation set for the hyperparameter selection, while the

full list of experiments is presented in the supplementary

materials. Finally, in Sect. 5.4 we describe and discuss the

results of the experiments on the test set.

5.1 Experimental setup

The pipeline was implemented using Python 3.7 on Ubuntu

16.04. We ported the original Windows implementation of

the ImageLab Shot Detector [73], one of the shot detectors

tested in our pipeline, to Linux. The code was kept in

C??, but we added a Python interface on top. We used a

TensorFlow version of the TransNetV2 shot detector [74].

Other than those two models, we used PyTorch imple-

mentations for every other deep learning model tested in

Fig. 3 Example frames extracted from videos in the test dataset. Note

the variety of locations and image quality
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the pipeline, including the original TransNet shot detector

[75], all the face detectors (MTCNN [76], SSH [77],

RetinaFace [78]) and all the face recognition networks

(VGGFace [38], VGGFace2 [39], ArcFace [47]). We used

PyTorch 1.4 and TensorFlow 2.3, both backed by CUDA

10 and cuDNN 7.

We ran the experiments on a machine with an

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v4 @ 2.20 GHz, NVIDIA

GeForce GTX 1080 (8 GB VRAM), and 32 GB RAM.

5.2 Evaluation metric

We report results for every experiment using the mean

average precision (MAP) metric, commonly used in

information retrieval tasks. It is defined as follows:

MAP ¼ 1

nq

Xnq

i¼1

APi;

where nq is the total number of queries performed, and APi

is the average precision (AP) of the i-th query. The average

precision approximates the area under the precision–recall

curve, and various formulations exist. We used the scikit-

learn implementation [79], which uses the following

formulation:

AP ¼
XN

k¼1

ðRk � Rk�1ÞPk;

where N is the total number of items, Pk and Rk are the

precision and recall, respectively, computed considering

only the top k retrieved items (videos in our case), sorted

by descending matching score. The AP metric implicitly

assigns a higher weight to errors in the top results with

respect to errors ranked lower in the list (i.e., with lower

matching scores). This is a desirable property, since the end

user of a retrieval system is mainly interested in the top

retrieved results and expects the first results to match better

to the query with respect to the ones that are ranked lower.

5.3 Hyperparameter search on the validation set

Since the pipeline has a large number of hyperparameters,

and each different configuration requires between 1 and 3.5

days of computation on our hardware to extract the features

from all the videos and run the queries on the validation

set, testing every possible combination of hyperparameters

(e.g., by using a grid search) was not feasible. For this

reason, we started from a base configuration and gradually

evaluated changes in one hyperparameter at a time in order

to find the locally best configuration.

For the sake of brevity, we only include here the

experiments and comparisons involving the different deep

models used in the various steps of the pipeline. The sup-

plementary materials provide a more thorough description

of the hyperparameter tuning process.

Using the validation set, we found that the pipeline

worked the best with the following configuration:

• minimum face size smin set to 32 pixels per side, smaller

faces are discarded;

• frame sampling interval for face detection Ifd set to 1

second;

• minimum track length tmin set to 4 detections (equiv-

alent to a 3-s interval, if Ifd ¼ 1s), shorter tracks are

discarded;

• 3 faces are sampled from each track for face feature

extraction;

• element-wise average as the feature aggregation

function;

• maximum clustering distance threshold rcl set to 0.4.

Regarding the models used in each step, we tested the

following algorithms:

• shot detectors: ILSD [73], TransNet [75], and Trans-

NetV2 [74];

• face detectors: MTCNN [76], SSH [77], and RetinaFace

[78];

• intra-shot tracking: we only tested the simple IOU

tracker [80]. This is because its simplicity makes it

extremely fast, while still performing well on videos

with limited subject motion, such as interviews;

• face feature extractors: VGGFace [38], VGGFace2

[39], and ArcFace [47];

Fig. 4 Examples of query face images from the test dataset. Images

were resized to fit the grid in this figure, but originally ranged from

108�108 pixels to 394�394 pixels
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• inter-shot clustering: hierarchical agglomerative clus-

tering with average or complete linkage and either

Euclidean or cosine distance metrics, depending on the

feature extraction network employed.

5.3.1 Shot detector comparison

We compared the three shot detectors in conjunction with

the MTCNN face detector and the VGGFace2 feature

extractor with SENet-50 backbone. The other pipeline

hyperparameters were set as explained in the previous

section. We selected the three mentioned shot detectors

(TransNet, TransNetV2, and ILSD) because they obtained

the best results on the RAI dataset [73], and the respective

authors provided a public implementation. We included a

non-deep shot detector in our tests, ILSD, since ‘‘classical’’

shot detectors are still able to compete in accuracy with

more modern deep learning-based ones.

The results are shown in Table 1. Changing shot

detector did not significantly affect the pipeline accuracy.

However, the time/memory efficiency of the three algo-

rithms is different. TransNet is much faster than ILSD:

extracting features on the 4260 videos of the validation set

took 3189 min (2.21 days) with TransNet, compared to

3773 min (2.62 days) using ILSD. That means that

changing the shot detector alone made the pipeline � 16%

faster. Note that this is after we optimized the running time

performance of the original implementation of ILSD by

implementing parallel video decoding, so that the shot

detection process was not bottlenecked by the frame

decoding process.

TransNetV2 had a similar running time to TransNet in

our tests. However, due to the TensorFlow implementation,

it used more GPU memory than TransNet. For this reason,

we chose to use the original TransNet for the subsequent

experiments.

5.3.2 Face feature extractor comparison

After fixing the shot detector, we evaluated the three

mentioned feature extraction networks. In particular, we

chose to evaluate VGGFace1, VGGFace2, and ArcFace

since they are state-of-the-art face recognition models with

public implementations. Comparing VGGFace1 and

VGGFace2 allows to highlight the importance of larger

training datasets. ArcFace is instead a representative of the

family of face recognition networks that focus on designing

an appropriate training loss, as explained in Sect. 2.

We tested different bounding box scaling factors sdet
(see Sect. 3.1). For each network, we used a different

clustering distance metric, depending on the distance

measure used in the original papers.

Since ArcFace requires face alignment before extracting

the features, we used the facial landmarks extracted using

MTCNN in order to align the faces according to the orig-

inal ArcFace implementation [81].

Since VGGFace1 with Euclidean distance obtained

much worse results than VGGFace2, we also tested the

network with a different distance metric and by extracting

the features from a different layer. In the original paper, the

features from the last fully connected layer were used; we

also tested the use of features from the last convolutional

layer, similar to the other networks.

As we can see in Table 2 though, VGGFace1 did not

perform particularly well. This shows the importance of

training face recognition networks on larger, more diverse

face datasets, such as VGGFace2. Increasing the scaling

factor improved the performance of VGGFace2, suggesting

that VGGFace2 was trained on faces with more context

around them than what the face detectors were trained to

Table 1 MAP (percentage)

obtained by the pipeline on the

validation set using different

shot detectors

Shot detector MAP

ILSD 93.71

TransNet 93.71

TransNetV2 93.61

Table 2 MAP (percentage) on the validation set using different face

feature extraction networks

Feature extr. net Distance metric sdet MAP

VGGFace2 (SN-50) Cosine 1.2 93.74

VGGFace2 (SN-50) Cosine 1.5 94.34

VGGFace1 (conv) Cosine 1.2 55.71

VGGFace1 (conv) Euclidean 1.2 67.32

VGGFace1 (FC) Cosine 1.2 74.69

VGGFace1 (FC) Euclidean 1.2 75.25

ArcFace (RN-18) Euclidean 1.2 90.38

ArcFace (RN-18) Euclidean 1.5 90.38

ArcFace (RN-50) Euclidean 1.2 92.74

ArcFace (RN-50) Euclidean 1.5 92.75

ArcFace (RN-101) Euclidean 1.2 94.59

ArcFace (RN-101) Euclidean 1.5 94.58

Feature extr. net indicates the feature extraction network employed,

where VGGFace1 is the CNN trained on the original VGGFace, (-
conv) indicates that the pooled convolutional features were used,

while (FC) indicates that the fully connected features were used. RN-

18, RN-50, SN-50, and RN-101 indicate that a ResNet-18, ResNet-50,

SENet-50, or ResNet-101 backbone was used, respectively. sdet is the
face bounding box scaling factor. The two best results are highlighted

in bold
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extract. ArcFace was instead not impacted by the box

rescaling, likely because of the face alignment step, and it

obtained in general the best performance on the validation

set. While ArcFace with ResNet-101 obtained the best

results overall, it is important to note that when using a

backbone network with the same depth (SENet-50 for

VGGFace2 vs. ResNet-50 for ArcFace), VGGFace2 still

seems to perform better when coupled with the MTCNN

face detector. This will change with a different face

detector, as we will see in the next set of experiments.

Regarding speed, VGGFace1 was the slowest network

of the three, since it used the VGG-16 backbone. Extract-

ing features from the entire dataset took around 2.4 times

longer than VGGFace2. Paired with its worse performance,

we excluded this network from all the subsequent experi-

ments. VGGFace2 and ArcFace had instead similar com-

putational times. More details are provided in the

Supplementary materials.

5.3.3 Face detector comparison

Finally, we compared three different face detectors with

the two best face feature extractors. All three face detector

networks were chosen because of their public implemen-

tation and good performance on various face detection

datasets. In particular, the multi-task cascaded convolu-

tional network (MTCNN) [76] uses a series of three small

CNNs that progressively refine face boxes and landmark

predictions. The Single-Shot Headless (SSH) face detector

[77] uses instead a fully convolutional VGG-16 CNN with

a series of top branches that look at faces of different

scales. These branches include context modules that allow

the network to look at the context around faces in order to

refine the predictions. Note that SSH is not able to predict

face landmarks. RetinaFace [78] is instead a lightweight

face detector that reaches state-of-the-art performance in

face detection by exploiting a multi-task training strategy,

which involved training the network for face landmark

prediction, self-supervised 3D mesh prediction, and camera

pose prediction. RetinaFace also used context modules

similar to the ones in SSH, as well as a Feature Pyramid

Network for multi-scale face detection.

Results are shown in Table 3. Note that for RetinaFace

we employed the faster MobileNet-0.25 backbone.

In general, RetinaFace obtained the best results with

every face recognition network, although the performance

gain was much more substantial in combination with

ArcFace. This might be due to one of two possible reasons.

The first one is that RetinaFace produces more accurate

face landmarks, used for face alignment, which we found

to be fundamental to obtain a good performance with

ArcFace. The second possibility is that RetinaFace returned

a lower number of faces, possibly excluding more

uncertain/occluded faces. More details about these two

observations can be found in the Supplementary materials.

SSH obtained worse performance with VGGFace2 and

was also slower, due to the more computationally expen-

sive backbone. SSH does not produce face landmarks, thus

the faces were not aligned when using SSH. As we can see,

ArcFace is not able to produce reliable features without

face alignment.

Section 1.1.7 of the supplementary materials contains

additional information and observations about these

experiments.

5.3.4 Running time considerations

While not the main focus of this paper, the pipeline was

still designed with efficiency in mind.

Running the pipeline in the second configuration3 shown

in Table 1 in single-process mode, it was able to extract the

features from the 396.4 hours of footage of the validation

set in 3189 min. This means that on average the pipeline

ran shot detection, face detection, tracking, feature

extraction, aggregation, and clustering at 7.5 times the

video real-time speed. We found that face detection took

roughly 65% of the total running time, while shot detection

took about 30%. Face recognition, tracking, and feature

aggregation were almost negligible in terms of computa-

tional time. While the time taken by the shot detector might

look significant, it was only slightly slower (1.4 times) than

the FFmpeg video decoding speed, that constitutes a hard

limit on the shot detection speed.

Regarding query speed, it grows linearly with the

amount of feature vectors in the database. However, even

Table 3 MAP (percentage) on the validation set by varying the face

detector used

Face detector Feature extr. net sdet MAP

MTCNN VGGFace2 1.2 93.74

MTCNN VGGFace2 1.5 94.34

MTCNN ArcFace (RN-50) 1.2 92.74

MTCNN ArcFace (RN-101) 1.2 94.59

RetinaFace VGGFace2 1.2 93.75

RetinaFace VGGFace2 1.5 94.44

RetinaFace ArcFace (RN-50) 1.2 94.59

RetinaFace ArcFace (RN-101) 1.2 95.48

SSH VGGFace2 1.2 93.57

SSH VGGFace2 1.5 94.16

SSH ArcFace (RN-101) 1.2 2.07

3 The majority of the other good performing configurations ran at

similar speed.
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with more than 100,000 feature vectors, 6 parallel pro-

cesses were able to perform about 15 queries per second.

This results in a lower bound on single process of about 2.5

queries per second, or 0.4 s per query. The performance in

single process can be better since GPU access acts as a

bottleneck for the 6 concurrent processes.

5.3.5 Ablation studies

We performed three ablation experiments in order to verify

if the inclusion of tracking and feature aggregation actually

benefits the pipeline. In fact, differently from shot detec-

tion, face detection, and feature extraction, the pipeline can

still function without those two components.

So, we first tested the effects of removing the tracking

step by feeding the single faces to the clustering algorithm;

second, we evaluated the removal of inter-shot clustering

by directly storing the aggregated features from the track-

ing step in the feature database; third, we tested the

removal of any feature aggregation step by extracting a

single face from each track and without any clustering.

Results are shown in Table 4. The first configuration, used

as a reference, is the same as the first configuration in

Table 3.

Removing tracking resulted in a loss of more than 1%

MAP, indicating that pre-associating faces by their location

in adjacent frames can lead to better feature vectors and

helps to obtain a more stable clustering.

Removing inter-shot clustering had no significant effect

on the MAP, but produced a very high number of feature

vectors, which is expensive both in terms of disk/memory

usage and in terms of query execution time. The experi-

ment in fact produced a 2.5 GB feature database, as

opposed to 362 MB for the original configuration, and

queries took 293 min to run, as opposed to the original 57

min. The advantage of inter-shot clustering is thus appar-

ent, considering that it does not significantly impact on the

overall pipeline computational time.

Finally, removing feature aggregation resulted in a

0.74% lower MAP, with all the same time/space com-

plexity drawbacks as the previous experiment. This also

highlights the importance of selecting multiple faces per

track in order to smooth out pose, expression, and illumi-

nation differences, as well as any other sources of noise

that may be present in a track.

5.4 Experiments on the test set

As already discussed, in order to ensure a fair, unbiased

evaluation of the pipeline, we collected a test set with no

identity in common with the training sets of both

VGGFace2 and ArcFace. On this dataset, we evaluated the

best configurations for VGGFace2, ArcFace with ResNet-

50, and ArcFace with ResNet-101, since the choice of the

feature extraction network is the one that impacts the most

on the pipeline accuracy. Since VGGFace1 obtained sig-

nificantly worse results on the validation set, we did not

evaluate it on the test set. Results are shown in Table 5.

The pipeline using VGGFace2 achieved the best per-

formance on the test set, with 97.25% MAP. It obtained

almost 1.3% MAP higher than the slower ArcFace with

ResNet-101, despite obtaining a worse performance on the

validation set. This suggests that VGGFace2 can more

easily generalize on unseen identities. In general, the

pipeline obtained higher scores on the test set for two

possible reasons: first, the test set underwent an annotation

cleaning process; second, the test set is smaller than the

validation set, making the video retrieval problem slightly

easier. To give an idea of the impact of the dataset cleaning

process, the first configuration in Table 5 obtained 88.15%

MAP on the raw test set. This means that more than 9%

MAP was lost due to annotation errors and not because of

model mistakes.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the AP distribu-

tion over the 23,208 queries of the test set for the three

considered configurations. As we can see, the vast majority

of queries obtains near-perfect score: for example, for the

configuration with VGGFace2, 21,555 queries (92.9%)

obtain an AP higher than 90%, and 13,890 queries (almost

60%) obtain an AP higher than 99.99%, which is basically

a perfect score, considering numerical errors in computing

the AP. Remember that an AP score of 1 means that the k

relevant videos for a query are returned exactly in the top k

positions in the ranked video list, which is the ideal result.

The ResNet-101 configuration achieves a similar number

of queries (21,611) with AP higher than 90%, but also

obtains a very low AP, less than 10%, for 451 queries

(� 2% of the total), which is the main cause for the overall

lower MAP. This is also evident in Fig. 5c.

We explored the results in order to understand the dif-

ference in accuracy between VGGFace2 and ArcFace on

the test set. We discovered that a significant fraction of the

errors produced by ArcFace was due to face detection

failures on low-resolution images by RetinaFace. This in

turn led to skipping the face alignment step, which prob-

ably affected the ArcFace performance significantly, as

previously seen on the validation set. This highlights a

weakness of ArcFace: VGGFace2 does not need face

alignment and does not suffer from face detection errors

like ArcFace. Besides, not requiring a face detection step at

query phase also speeds up computation, making this a

further reason to prefer models like VGGFace2 in a FBVR

system.

In order to check if changing the face detector could

result in less errors and thus a better performance for

ArcFace on the test set, we also ran the pipeline with
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MTCNN instead of RetinaFace. However, like in the val-

idation set, the scores obtained by using MTCNN with

ArcFace were worse than using RetinaFace (94.61% MAP

and 95.79% MAP for the ResNet-50 and 101 versions,

respectively). However, this time the errors were not due to

the faces not being detected, but mostly to landmark pre-

diction errors. This reinforces the idea that ArcFace is

particularly susceptible to face alignment issues.

We also examined the errors produced by VGGFace2

and discovered that they were either annotation mistakes

that were not filtered in our cleaning procedure, or were

due to hard cases like low-resolution images. Note that

manual error inspection did not show that face pose or

expression was a significant factor in determining lower AP

score. This confirms the validity of using models trained on

datasets with large face pose variations, such as VGGFace2

[39]. We show in Fig. 6 the 16 query images that resulted

in the lowest AP for VGGFace2 on the test set.

Finally, we checked if some identities were particularly

hard to recognize. We found out that the pipeline obtained

a mean AP higher than 90% for most of the identities, and

only one (for VGGFace2) or two (for ArcFace) led to a

MAP lower than 70%. The worst-recognized identity for

VGGFace2 contains many low-resolution query images

and the identity sometimes wears sunglasses; moreover,

there seems to be some notable age difference between the

various videos of this person, which might contribute to his

lower score. Example faces from this identity are shown in

Fig. 7a. This is also one of the two worst identities for

ArcFace; the other one is shown instead in Fig. 7b. We can

see that he often wears sunglasses, which might again be a

factor of its worse performance.

In conclusion, we can see that the pipeline performs

reliably even on unseen identities, with MAP reaching over

97% for the best performing configuration.

6 Conclusion

We presented a novel pipeline for the task of face-based

video retrieval on large-scale unconstrained multi-shot

video datasets. The pipeline includes shot detection, face

detection, tracking and recognition, and feature aggrega-

tion, and it presents a query protocol to perform video

retrieval. We also built a large-scale video dataset for the

proper evaluation of face-based video retrieval, derived

from the VoxCeleb2 dataset, since existing datasets were

not large and varied enough, or were not appropriate for an

end-to-end evaluation of the proposed pipeline.

The pipeline was able to efficiently analyze challenging

videos and perform fast queries on databases containing

Table 4 MAP (percentage) on the validation set when removing

tracking, clustering, or any feature aggregation

Tracking Samples/track Clustering MAP

Yes 3 Yes 93.74

No 3 Yes 92.58

Yes 3 No 93.76

Yes 1 No 93.00

Table 5 MAP (percentage) on the test set for the best pipeline con-

figurations involving VGGFace2 and ArcFace

Feature extraction net MAP (val.) MAP (test)

VGGFace2 (SENet-50) 94.44 97.25

ArcFace (ResNet-50) 94.59 95.48

ArcFace (ResNet-101) 95.48 95.96

These configurations are previously described in Table 3. Validation

MAP is also shown for reference

Fig. 5 Distribution of the AP for the three configurations evaluated on the test set. The vast majority of queries obtained an AP [ 90%. The

pipeline configurations with ArcFace produce more queries with AP \10%
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features extracted from thousands of videos. By using a

combination of the TransNet shot boundary detector, the

RetinaFace face detector, and the VGGFace2 face feature

extractor, the pipeline reached a mean average precision of

97.25% over more than 23,000 queries on videos with

unseen identities. We compared a variety of approaches

and network models for each step of the pipeline, and

described the pros and cons of each model, highlighting the

trade-offs in terms of accuracy and time/memory effi-

ciency. In particular, we found that deep shot detectors can

compete in terms of accuracy with classical algorithms,

while also running faster. We also showed that the use of a

particular face detection algorithm can have a significant

effect on the quality of the features extracted by a face

recognition network. For example, the use of CNNs that

rely on accurate face alignment, such as ArcFace, requires

the use of face detection algorithms that can predict face

landmarks in order to extract meaningful face features. For

this reason, face recognition networks that do not require

face alignment are more robust to face box inaccuracies

and are thus preferable in most cases for a FBVR pipeline.

However, the pipeline has still room for improvement.

First of all, the presented dataset focuses on interviews.

While this can be representative of some TV programs, like

talk shows, it would be interesting to evaluate the pipeline

on more dynamic videos, like movies or, in general, videos

with higher camera and content motion. Another possible

future line of research is the investigation of an efficient

implementation of feature quantization, which can be

useful for systems with a large number of users, for which

space usage optimization is fundamental, and query exe-

cution time is even more important. Another unexplored

route in this paper is the use of hashing strategies in order

to reduce the query time complexity from linear (in the

number of database feature vectors) to constant (on aver-

age); as we have seen, many hashing strategies exist in the

literature, each of which may work differently depending

of the type of features and the network used to extract

them.

In addition to that, different tracking algorithms could

be explored in order to help the feature aggregation process

to produce more stable descriptors. Different aggregation

strategies might also be investigated, by changing both the

clustering algorithm and the feature merge process itself,

with a smarter weighting of the feature vectors in the

averaging process, in order to exclude outliers. The use of a

fast online clustering algorithm might also be investigated,

with the aim to implement an efficient inter-video clus-

tering process. This would help reduce feature variability

across videos by merging features of the same subject

across different visual contexts. This could in turn help

with both accuracy and query running time.
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Fig. 6 The 16 query image faces which gave the lowest AP for

VGGFace2. Images have been resized to have the same width. Most

of the images that actually contain people are annotation errors, such

as the ones in rows 2 and 4

Fig. 7 Sample images from the two worst performing identities in the

test set. VGGFace2 obtains less than 70% MAP only on identity (a),
while ArcFace (both ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 versions) obtains

less than 70% MAP on both identities (a) and (b)
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